FALL 2020 GCOE SCHOLARSHIPS

Deadline: March 15, 2020

ALL COLLEGE

• Chris Larsen - $2,500
• Crumpton/Baxter/Bonham Memorial - $1,000 (multiple awards)
• Karl Richard Lane - $4,000
• Irvin W. & Velma C. Hartman - $2,000

COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS

• Communicative Disorders - $1,000

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

• Annette Marie Tyler McGowan - $500
• Cahill Scholarship - PT/FT Tuition (3 awards)
• Elementary Education Scholarship - Varies
• Joe Moray Memorial Scholarship - Varies
• Margaret Lynch Memorial Scholarship - $500
• Margaret McIntosh Curia Scholarship - $1,000
• Masters in Early Childhood Education - Varies
• Rob Moore Memorial Scholarship - Varies
• Samuel Levine Scholarship - Varies

ELSIT

• Dorothy Wesby-Gibson/adult ed- $1,000
• Ken Pfeiffer Memorial Scholarship - $2,000
• TAB Paul Mendez Leadership Scholarship - $1,000
• Transfer Articulation Bridge-Second Chance - $1,000

TEACHER EDUCATION

• Alexandra Laboutin Bannon Scholarship - $4,100
• Bower Friend Scholarship - $2,500
• CRTA - $2,000
• Donna Cuneo Scholarship - $500
• George Moscone - $1,500
• Laura E. Settle - $3,000

APPLY ONLINE
STARTING 2/1/2020
https://sfsu.academicworks.com/